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junk bonds what you need to know about junk bond ratings - junk bonds also known as high yield bonds are bonds that
are rated below investment grade by the big three rating agencies see image below junk bonds carry a higher risk of default
than other bonds but they pay higher returns to make them attractive to investors, junk bond definition investopedia - any
bond that carries a rating lower than bb is said to be of speculative grade or a junk bond this status should be a waving red
flag to risk averse investors, definition pros cons ratings of junk bonds - junk bonds are rated by moody s and standard
poor s as being speculative that means the company s ability to avoid default is outweighed by uncertainties that includes
the company s exposure to bad business or economic conditions a rating of ba or bb is less speculative than a c rating, junk
bond ratings howstuffworks - how junk bonds work in addition to these ratings services the u s securities and exchange
commission sec which oversees the market occasionally will investigate junk bonds after milken and drexel were charged
with securities fraud the government began to investigate the legitimacy of junk bonds source wallace now, what is a junk
bond the motley fool - credit ratings and junk bonds the higher the rating the less likely a bond is to default bonds that
have a high enough credit rating are considered investment grade which means that they re suitable for most investors on
the other hand bonds with a low enough rating are considered non investment grade or junk, what are junk bonds news
morningstar com - a bond s credit rating is based on the risk of a bond issuer not making its payments on time or at all a
bond s credit rating is measured by a grading system that starts with a rating of aaa for bonds least likely to default all the
way down to d for bonds that default junk bonds have a rating of bb or lower
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